
Dear B,

we yellow and brown people of the first world have traveled to this meeting place 
where banks and stocks grow inlaid on the bodies of local people this a city of 
towering doubledeckers street corners vending pornography overstock t r a f fi c k e d 
money building gleaming banks and interlocking escalators that move yuppies n o i s e 
of passerbys and refuse grumble of servants of the empire’s servants F i l i p i n a 
maids who only throng the streets on sundays Indonesian migrants not even part of 
those who throng these darker and darker women who carry babies of those who 
would become caretakers and housekeepers upon entry into our world

i want to say we are all one here
we have risen up
united against the beast we hate

instead we are more colonized than apparent
unity is harder in practice

and we do not fit in easy

Dear B, we cross the bridge to 
Wanchai a cordoned protest area 
designated by the authorities which 
becomes 

smaller by the protest we sit 
down
to prevent the police from 
moving us they look like scared 
young kids i wonder if they 
know why we are here strange to 
be policed by those who look like 
you we locked down locked out 
often do not know what is 
happening operate by rumor 
suspicious of everybody they are 
suspicious of us it does not feel 
healthy to be so restricted our 
friend does not come detained at 
the airport irregular asylum 
papers immigration authorities 
trying to prevent him from 
sneaking past borders



Dear B,
we the immigrants and second-generation represent the US and are asked to gather up 
the others do we feel ok taking responsibility for all? we have feelings about this

 a  whiteman
 dressed  as  a  chicken
 clucking
 between
 everyword
 showing  up
 everywhere

 today
 he  gets  into
 an  altercation
 about having  a  voice 
 that  should  be  respected
 even  if  he  is  clucking 
 as  a  form  of  speech

we breathe a sigh of relief at his European accent
we do not have to embrace the chicken man

 another white man dons green leaves a sheaf of arrows thinks he is Robin 
Hood.

he is ours to claim

most here Asian refugees of the global economy
we see only five black people, Africans
one of them peppersprayed makes the news
my friend says they'll never have the meeting in Africa
only on a rock perched in the middle of nowhere
devoid of life
impossible to get to

Dear B,



we in a bustle of buyers and merchants Christmas eve pandemonium Consumers 
celebrate in the streets Bull-horned police block alleys in formations Hemming in 
wayward reveler One week before

The barricaded were farmers, 
students and assorted after an all 
night battle to reach the locus of 
secret dealsigners barricading 
themselves iN

shields clashing
chemical arcs patching the sky
already clotted by tall buildings
blocking our destination
the police fan out in the public park and question all who walk by
we break

rank and slip
out in small

groups
but the migrants need to be smuggled out
the day after the teargas,
it is silent and stony

Police lie in wait around corners.
You leave to buy saran wrap –

Protection against the invasion of foreign objects –
we worry
we fit in potentially and you do not
these differences in our reflections become monsters in crisis
the city of constant battle to increase capital is not used to such occupation
by the fire to sit out
teargas and pepper spray
through singing 100-year-old Korean songs
and the sharing of rice cake and soju

Dear B,
we are jetlagged and conflicted
back in the belly
You are lost
is it suicide or bird flu or stress or tear gas or foreign invasion?
people ask what happened and we do not know what to say
all I have left of you

a report you gifted me of your research on Indian call center workers



and the saran wrap.

 ~ for Birjinder Anant, who passed one week after the Hong Kong World Trade 
Organization protests in December 2005


